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Vulkan Ears
Millencolin

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE---------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#

Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 07:25:40 PST
From: Jens Almqvist 
To: guitar@olga.net
Subject: song

millencolin: vulkan ears
from the album  life on a plate 
music by millencolin and lyrics by nikola
millencolin are from Vrebro in Sweden,the members of the band are 
Mathias: guitar
                                                                                
                           
Erik: guitar
                                                                                
                           
Nikola: bas and vocals
                                                                                
                           
Larzon: drums

transciber: jens almqvist  roces21@hotmail.com   please send me 
corrections if you have anny 

A        E                  F#m                       G                         
A          E                        F#m             
  in a tiny spaceship, with four legs a pillow and some sheets, thats 
where my idols always
        G
meet, I4d like to be there now.

bridge (or some thing) : /AE / F#mD /AE / F#mD/   play this with 2 beats 
on each chord

(keep on playing this 2 times)

trying every night to see a UFO, but in case I don4t, just in case I 
won4t,  I4ve got my fantasy       to 
lean on   (it ends up with an A)



D          E                                F#m                                
D                  E                   F#m
  vulcan eyebrows,vulkan ears, that4s what I dream of, no more sorrow no 
more tears,can4t you       get my beamed up?
D               E                    F#m         
  vulcan logic, vulkan needs, quite bizarre but still a dream
D          E
  as I4m waiting for that beam

  bridge (or some thing) : /AE / F#mD /AE / F#mD/    play this with 2 
beats on each chord

(keep on playing this 2 times)

  bullshit is all we talk on this planet we call earth

  since I4m tired of that I4ll take a further step
 
  I think I4ll finde my way in space  (it ends up with an A)
   

         D         E                         F#m                                
                   
D          E      
outro: vulcan eyebrows,vulkan ears, no more sorrow no more tears, vulcan 
eyebrows,vulkan
F#m
    ears
D          E                       F#m                                         
D                   E                     F#m
  vulcan logic, vulkan needs, quite bizarre but still a dream as I4m 
waiting for that beam
solo:   
/     D           /    E        /      F#m  /    F#m  /     D         /      
E        /      F#m        /    F#m  /  D   / 
/    D           /     E        / F#m      /    F#m  /     D        /       
E       /       F#m        /


